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Prerequisites
libpcre3-dev, libssl-dev

Similar Projects
FTK and Autopsy (free) 
F-Response (commercial)

I t likely comes as no surprise that incident response is at 
the core of my professional existence. My daily job du-
ties as an incident handler help drive my search for use-

ful and relevant tools, in turn facilitating discovery of useful 
topics for toolsmith. I often respond with disdain when read-
ing one of the most overused analogies for a great tool: Swiss 
Army knife. Yet, said analogy is applicable when we explore 
FTimes. 

While I took horrendous liberties with its capabilities in order 
to craft a witty title for your reading pleasure, one tool that 
provides forensic functionality, intrusion analysis, integrity 
monitoring, and incident response is deserving of such flair.

The Integrity Project exists to “build high quality tools that 
meet the needs of both incident handlers and system admin-
istrators.” I’m pleased enough with my experimentation with 
these tools to offer the first two-part toolsmith: FTimes this 
month, and WebJob in January. 

As always, I reached out to the project developers and was 
received kindly by Bob Austin who provided project infor-
mation on behalf of Klayton Monroe, who developed FTimes 
(File Topography and Integrity Monitoring on an Enterprise 
Scale).

FTimes is an open-source system-baseline and forensic evi-
dence collection and is a lightweight tool in the sense that 
it doesn’t need to be “installed” on a given system to work 
on that system; it has a small footprint and provides only a 
command line interface. FTimes is written in C and ported 
to many popular operating systems, both *nix and Windows. 
Since its inception, the FTimes Project has evolved from a 
single tool to an integrated tool suite.� 

The FTimes tool suite has been used in many scenarios, clear-
ly establishing its usefulness across a broad spectrum:

� Bob Austin, KoreLogic Security on behalf of Klayton Monroe, http://ftimes.
sourceforge.net/FTimes/index.shtml.

eDiscovery: FTimes is being used 
to support enterprise-scale eDis-
covery searches (i.e., find sensitive 
data such as PII, PHI, clear text 
passwords, etc., in production environments)

Compliance: FTimes was used to help a government 
agency scan �0,000 Windows systems in a day to veri-
fy that known malicious files were not present  

Security testing: Used to evaluate a vendor’s network 
gateway appliance by opening the appliance, imaging 
the hard drive, and using FTimes to analyze the image 
for clues (credentials, keys, code, DB accounts, etc.) 
that could be used to attack the appliance 

Web application testing: FTimes was used to search 
all files for encryption keys in a thick client

Research: FTimes was the key tool suite used to win 
the 2006 DFRWS Digital File Carving Challenge2

The FTimes roadmap includes:

Additional validator utilities (e.g., SSNs, CCNs, ZIP 
codes, etc.)

Additional carving techniques and utilities

Enhance basic integrity monitoring via WebJob/SSH 
(BIMVW/BIMVS) support

Enhance XMagic and file typing support

Add GUI support

Add new hashing algorithms and HashDig utilities

Improve algorithms and techniques for mapping/dig-
ging extremely large and diverse environments

Add support for digging inside known file types (e.g., 
compressed files and archives)

With such auspicious capabilities, we have but to begin the 
discovery process, so let’s not delay.

Using FTimes
Installing Ftimes is quite simple. Download ftimes-3.8.0.tgz, 
execute tar zxvf ftimes-3.8.0.tgz, and if you don’t al-
ready have them installed, invoke sudo apt-get install 
libpcre-dev libssl-dev to acquire the prerequisite librar-

2 http://www.dfrws.org/2006/challenge.
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For the variety of hoops we’ll make FTimes jump through, 
let’s assume an image has been taken and mounted appropri-
ately for analysis. On my workstation, I’ve added a forensics 
directory to mount images to, mkdir /mnt/forensics, then 
mounted my image file: 

sudo mount -o ro,noexec,loop hacker.hda5.dd /mnt/
forensics

Assume further that our image has been taken from a sys-
tem belong to an alleged malicious insider, allegedly guilty 
of populating malware on corporate systems (both bots and 
keystroke loggers) as well as harvesting customer credit card 
data and SSNs. 

FTimes makes use of configuration files; you’ll find samples 
in /usr/local/ftimes/etc. 

For a simple string search one might utilize a configuration 
file as follows (strings.cfg). FTimes would then dig through 
files for matches on “Software\Microsoft\Windows\Current-
Version,” a common reference in malware to ensure its re-
quired registry entry.

BaseName=SuspectDig
OutDir=.
MatchLimit=3
DigStringNormal=Software\Microsoft\Windows\

CurrentVersion
Include=/mnt/forensics
The command to invoke the appropriate use of FTimes would 
then be ./ftimes --diglean strings.cfg.

Setting MatchLimit to 3 ensures that no more than three 
matches per file of any single string are recorded.6

Results are written to a dig file named per your BaseName, in 
this case SuspectDig.dig.

The results of our search were many, indicating that our al-
leged malicious insider was in possession of numerous mal-
ware samples (Figure �).

Given your suspicion that the allegedly malicious insider 
might be harvesting credit cards, a search with a configura-
tion file as follows might be in order.

BaseName=SuspectCCDig

6 http://ftimes.sourceforge.net/FTimes/Man+Pages/ftimes.shtml.

ies. Change directories to the uncompressed ftimes install 
package, follow with the typical ./configure, make, sudo 
make install and you’re finished.

FTimes offers two general modes: map mode (file topog-
raphy) and dig mode (string search). File topography is the 
process of mapping key attributes (size, permissions, check-
sum, etc.) of directories and files on a given file system. String 
search is the process of digging through directories and files 
(including Alternate Data Streams (ADS)) on a given file 
system while looking for a specific sequence of keywords or 
bytes. Dig mode string searches can be expressed as ASCII, 
HEX, HEX/ASCII, XMagic, and regular expressions. You’ll 
note DigStringNormal, DigStringNoCase, DigStringX-
Magic, and DigStringRegExp as definable configuration pa-
rameters below.

As I’ve spent some of your time in recent months discuss-
ing file integrity monitoring, I’d rather focus our review of 
FTimes in dig mode in a workbench environment. In the 
workbench environment, FTimes is used to examine evi-
dence (e.g., a disk image or files from a compromised sys-
tem), analyze snapshots for change, search for files that have 
specific attributes, verify file integrity, etc.”3 Further, FTimes 
is a capable tool for live incident response, but in an ideal situ-
ation you’ve successfully imaged the system to be investigated 
and have returned to your analysis workbench (in keeping 
with FTimes terminology). Keep in mind it can also be used 
in a client-server model via the nph-ftimes.cgi script. “In 
the client-server environment, the focus shifts from what the 
operator can do locally to how the operator can efficiently 
monitor, manage, and aggregate snapshot data for many 
hosts. In the client-server environment, the primary goal is 
to move collected data from the host to a centralized system, 
known as an Integrity Server, in a secure and authenticated 
fashion.” �

You’ll benefit from reading Klayton’s System Baselining – A 
Forensic Perspective, as it covers compromised system analy-
sis, the importance of identifying the nature of the compro-
mise, as well as recovering quickly, all via system baselining 
as a technique to support these goals.�

3 Notes from Bob Austin, KoreLogic Security.

� Ibid.

� http://ftimes.sourceforge.net/Files/Papers/baselining.pdf.
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Figure 1 – Registry path found in malware
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OutDir=.
MatchLimit=3
#Search for CC
DigStringRegExp= (̂?:(?:4\d{3})|(?:5[1-5]\

d{2})|(?:6011))-?\d{4}-?\d{4}-?\d{4}|3[4,7]\d{13}$
Include=/mnt/forensics
The results would look something like Figure 2 were the dig 
successful.

Finally, perhaps you’d like to dig all .png and .jpg files out of 
the forensic image in order to really help close the case on 
your malicious insider. Turns out he has a penchant for inap-
propriate material and you’d like to add substance to your 
evidence list. According to the 
FTimes Cookbook (see next 
section for more detail on this 
helpful resource) a PNG image 
always begins with the follow-
ing sequence of bytes:

0x89 0x50 0x4e 0x47 0x0d 
0x0a 0x1a 0x0a

Translating said sequence into 
an FTimes dig string results first 
in the following URL-encoded string, %89PNG%0d%0a%1a%0a, 
followed in turn by the following:

DigStringNormal=%89PNG%0d%0a%1a%0a7

A JPG image always begins with the following sequence of 
bytes:

0xff 0xd8 0x?? 0x?? 0x?? 0x?? 0x4a 0x46 0x49 0x46
Tranlating that sequence into an FTimes dig string results in 
the regex string below:

DigStringRegExp=(?s)(\xff\xd8....JFIF)8

Add these together in your FindThePr0n.cfg file and you’re 
ready to go.

BaseName=FindThePr0n
OutDir=.
MatchLimit=3
#Search for PNG
DigStringNormal=%89PNG%0d%0a%1a%0a
#Search for JPG
DigStringRegExp=(?s)(\xff\xd8....JFIF)
Include=/mnt/forensics
Execute ./ftimes --diglean FindThePr0n.cfg and the re-
sults may look like Figure 3.

You can quickly see where FTimes might be of great use dur-
ing incident response or investigation; keep in mind it is ca-
pable of far more than described here.

� http://ftimes.sourceforge.net/Files/Recipes/ftimes-dig-extract-png-from-tar.txt.

� Ibid.

Cookbook
For additional FTimes uses you’ll definitely want 
to refer to the Cookbook,� which contains a series 

of “recipes” describing how to solve various problems, and 
how its FTimes data may be processed and analyzed. Each 
recipe attempts to solve a particular task or objective and 
is designed, where possible, to be scripted. This is an elec-
tronic cookbook that allows the practitioner to benefit from 
the experiences of others; for example, there are recipes on 
how to bulk-load FTimes data from any number of systems 
into an SQL database, and sample queries to search for files 
with suspicious names, file permissions, group, etc.  Another 
set of useful references are the man pages for Ftimes,�0 which 
provide online documentation for most of the utilities in the 
project.

In conclusion
The FTime usage scenarios I’ve detailed are extraordinary 
oversimplifications in light of the tool suite’s numerous capa-
bilities. Once you dive into the Cookbook, you’ll realize that 
the possibilities are endless.

Remember to try FTimes for mapping and file integrity check-
ing as well. There’s not much it cannot lend itself to when it 
comes to eDiscovery and meeting compliance mandates.

Enjoy FTimes for all its power and note that I’ll bring you 
another Integrity Project tool next month, WebJob, for part 
two of this series.

Cheers…until next month. 
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Figure 2 – FTimes rooting out stolen CC data (data redacted for obvious reasons)

Figure 3 – FTimes uncovers inappropriate material
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